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Measurement Assurance Technology is now MATsolutions
MATsolutions delivers the Assurance™ its clients need when acquiring, maintaining, and
managing test and measurement equipment.
Irving, TX, Dec 4, 2013— Measurement Assurance Technology today announced a new
name, website and set of revolutionary programs and guarantees that deliver the Assurance
clients need when buying, calibrating, repairing or managing high quality test and
measurement equipment.
The new name, MATsolutions, and site, http://www.MATsolutions.com, reflect the
company’s commitment to providing full service test and measurement sales and support.
And the breakthrough program, MATrewards Loyalty, and unique guarantees, including the
No Surprises and Price Match guarantees, provide clients the peace of mind so often lacking
in today’s test and measurement marketplace.
MATsolutions delivers Assurance Across the Test Equipment Life Cycle
MATsolutions uniquely delivers Assurance whether you are: purchasing pre-owned test and
measurement equipment; repairing your own test equipment; or calibrating test and
measurement, electrical/electronic, optical, mechanical or physical/dimensional equipment.
MATsolutions allows its customers to:
Buy with Assurance™
• No Surprises Guarantee
o All units fully function tested & performance verified to factory standards
o Certificate of Calibration & Warranty included with every unit
• 10-Day Right of Return: double the industry standard!
• Price Match Guarantee
Operate with Assurance™
• 6,000 sq ft ISO/IEC 17025:2005 Accredited Lab
• ISO 9001:2008 Certified Quality System
• Accredited 68-degree Cold Room
• Component level repair of current generation through obsolete test equipment
• Return-to-Lab and Nationwide Onsite Service

MATrewards Loyalty
MATrewards, a first-of-its-kind, no cost rewards program for the Test & Measurement
industry, rewards loyal MATsolutions customers with tangible, financial value. Any
companies that purchase products or services from MATsolutions can become Gold level
MATrewards members for free and enjoy at no charge: extended 6-month product warranties,
first-year Level I calibration, and priority scheduling for calibration and repairs. And if their
purchases in a two year period exceed $250,000, they automatically become Platinum
members where they continue to receive all the Gold benefits, plus enjoy complementary:
additional 6-month warranties on purchases (12 months total), express shipping on purchases,
use of MATsolutions asset management solution, and waived repair evaluation fees.
“MATsolutions is the culmination of the vision I had when the company was founded in
1992,” says Cary Albert, chief executive officer of MATsolutions. “To provide customers in
our dynamic industry unparalleled services, value and peace of mind just as we would if they
were a member of the family whether we’re helping them with a single piece of equipment or
a thousand.”
About MATsolutions
Since 1992, MATsolutions has delivered the Assurance™ our clients need when acquiring,
maintaining, and managing high quality test and measurement equipment. MATsolutions is an
independent equipment and services provider, not a dealer or manufacturer’s representative.
Our only commitment is to our customers which is why we offer the first-of-its-kind
MATrewards loyalty program and the No Surprises and Price Match guarantees.
MATsolutions supports our customers from the initial purchase through the entire test
equipment lifecycle. We calibrate and repair the equipment you rely on to do your job,
whether you bought it from MATsolutions or not.
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